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Today's Presentations

GDPR

Plugin Skeleton

MDK and other tips
Developer Chat
https://telegram.me/moodledev

Developer resources
Adding support for custom certificate in new mobile app

Add mobile support for the choice activity

(You used this yesterday)
MDL-53566: Context Locking
Remove all write capabilities within a context.
MDL-46881: Rewrite forum mail sending to use Adhoc tasks

MDL-62675: Rewrite forum to use templates and subplugins

MDL-36754: Display images properly in forum e-mails
Peer review gamification project. Encourage developers to tackle more peer reviews (YAY!!)
Wrapper around Docker to make development testing easier:

https://github.com/ryanwyllie/moodle-forg
Moodle HQ

New features and User Interface improvements

Privacy